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H I G H L I G H T S

• Proposing a hierarchical framework for a Disco to participate as a price-maker player in the day-ahead market.

• Proposing a one-leader one-follower bi-level model.

• A heuristic risk-based two-stage stochastic approach is involved in the Disco decision-making.

• Uncertainty control and risk management are analyzed.
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A B S T R A C T

In active distribution networks (ADNs), the distribution company (Disco) can meet its demand from distributed
energy resources (DERs) besides trading energy with the market. Therefore, in the presence of these resources,
operational flexibility of the Disco as a price-maker player in the market has been increased. To model this
behavior, a bi-level optimization approach is proposed in which the operation problem of the Disco and the day-
ahead market clearing process managed by the independent system operator (ISO), are considered as the upper-
and lower-level problems. To deal with uncertainties of renewable energy resources and demand, the Disco’s
problem is modeled as a risk-based two-stage stochastic one where the Disco’s risk aversion is modeled using the
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) method. The resulting model is a non-linear bi-level problem transformed into
a linear single-level one through Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions and the dual theory. To investigate the
effectiveness of the model, this paper has applied that on a 24-bus power system. Moreover, sensitivity analysis is
done on the capacity of DERs in the distribution network as well as the risk parameter to show their effects on
the decisions made by the Disco.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and aim

Electrical energy consumption is increasing regarding the popula-
tion growth, industrialization, urban development, changing the life-
style, etc. To supply this, high investments in power systems’ genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution level have always been required
which can be done by governments or private owners [1]. On the other
hand, development of the power systems has many problems such as
high power losses in power delivery section, environmental issues and
so on. To solve these problems, distributed energy resources (DERs)
consisting of distributed generators (DGs), renewable energy resources

(RERs), energy storages (ESs) and demand side management have
emerged in the power systems especially in distribution networks (DNs)
which change them to active distribution networks (ADNs) [1]. In a
smart grid environment, ADNs are smart networks in which new wide-
spreading applications have been implemented including delivering
reliable and efficient power through demand response (DR), providing
a capacity to integrate more RERs, ESs, and DGs into the network,
having a comprehensive optimization, controlling, as well as the
monitoring capabilities [2]. Moreover, due to the presence of various
smart technologies, intelligent structure has been provided to prepare
connection and interaction between the distribution company (Disco)
and DER aggregators which increase their ability to participate in the
wholesale, local energy and reserve markets [2,3].
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The effectiveness of DR programs in the operation and planning
problems and energy markets is clearly explained in [4]. ESs have been
used to support voltage and frequency parameters and to transmit
short-term power with high quality. The other applications of ESs are
electrical energy time shifting, energy saving over a longer period to
smooth power generation of RERs, and end user energy management
[5].

DERs can be installed in DNs by the Disco and the private owners
since they need lower investment costs in comparison with the tradi-
tional power plants. Moreover, governments design incentive programs
for the private owners to invest on these resources. Also, incentive and
penalty programs are designed for industrial, commercial, residential,
and other electrical consumers to participate in demand response pro-
grams. Therefore, the decision making framework in DNs has changed
in the presence of DERs and private owners [6]. It should be noted that,
all DERs must be controlled by a smart distribution management system
and consequently the complexity of the system’s control function in-
creases through the interaction of the DERs and the Disco [7]. The
controlling methods, the operation and planning problems, as well as
monitoring need automation infrastructure, intelligent technologies,
and communication systems in ADNs. The data transmits from sensors
to smart meters and then it flows to the data center. This data is ana-
lyzed and applied to the DN problems by the Disco [8].

In traditional DNs, the Disco purchases its required energy from the
market and has no capability to change its demand when it participates
in the market as a price-maker player. In the presence of DERs, the
decision making framework of the Disco changes, so it can purchase its
required energy from DERs besides purchasing power from the market
[9–12]. Therefore, the Disco can change its demand and participate in
markets with different bids/offers. This capability of the Disco to
change its decision making in the presence of DERs can be introduced
as its flexibility in decision making. Therefore, in both cases (with and
without DERs), the Disco can participate in the market as a price-maker
player [9–12]. However, when Discos are equipped with DERs, they act
as prosumers with the ability of consuming and producing energy si-
multaneously. Since the Discos can change the market price by chan-
ging their roles from producers to consumers and vice versa, they have
an impact on market equilibrium price in a different way from the
conventional energy players i.e. the generation companies (Gencos) and
retailers [10]. To describe this behavior, a hierarchical decision making
framework is required and to model this framework, a bi-level opti-
mization approach can be used, the various types of which are pre-
sented in [13,14]. Moreover, the uncertain behaviors of demand and
RERs provide new challenges for the Disco. The aim of this paper is to
model the strategic behavior of a Disco in wholesale Day-ahead (DA)
energy market in the presence of DERs.

Nomenclature

Indices and sets

b, B index and set of energy and offers/bids block of generation
company/transmission network load

d, D index and set of transmission network load
e, E index and set of energy storage
g, G index and set of generation company
k, K index and set of distributed generator
M M/n

G
n
D set of generation company/transmission network load lo-

cated at bus n
n, N/r, R index and set of transmission network bus
t T, index and set of time period
ω W, index and set of scenario
Λn

TN set of buses directly connected to transmission network
bus n

Parameters

−Bn r susceptance of each transmission network line n-r
Cb g t

TN
, , /Cb d t

TN
, , offers/bids block of generation company/transmission

network load ($/MWh)
Ct

RER operation cost of renewable energy resources($/MWh)
dt duration of time interval t (h)

−f n r
TN capacity limit of each transmission network line n-r (MW)

L l/d t
TN

b d t
TN

, , , maximum demand/size of transmission network load en-
ergy block (MW)

P ρ/g b g
TN
, maximum production/size of generation company energy

block (MW)
P P/DA DA power trading limits of the Disco (MW)

−P P/t
DNL Det

t ω
DNL
, deterministic/Probabilistic distribution network load
(MW)

−P P/t
DNRL Det

t ω
DNRL
, deterministic/Probabilistic distribution network

responsive load (MW)
P P/k

DG
k
DG capacity limits of distributed generator (MW)

P P/e
ch

e
dch maximum charging/discharging power of energy storage

(MW)
maximum load interruption (MW)

Pt ω
RER
, maximum output power of renewable energy resource

(MW)

RUg/RDg ramp-up/down limits of generation company (MW/h)
RU RD/k k ramp-up/down limits of distributed generator (MW/h)
E E/e e maximum/minimum state of charge in energy storage

(MWh)
α β/ confidence level/risk-aversion parameters
λt

DG offers of distributed generated aggregator ($/MWh)
λ λ,t

SH
t
IL offers of demand response aggregator ($/MWh)

λ λ/t
dchESS

t
chESS offers/bids of energy storage aggregator ($/MWh)

λt
DNL selling energy price to distribution network loads by the

Disco ($/MWh)
τω occurrence probability of each scenario
ρ Γ/ consumption control/maximum load shifting factor

Variables

Ct
Dis offers/bids of Disco ($/MWh)

L l,d t
TN

b d t
TN

, , , the amount of transmission network load and its block
(MW)

P ρ,g t
TN

b g t
TN

, , , output power of generation company and its block (MW)
Pt

Dis disco power exchange with market (MW)
Pkt ω

DG
, output power of distributed generator (MW)

P P/e t ω
chES

e t ω
dchES

, , , , charging/discharging power of energy storage (MW)
P P/t

SH
t
IL the amount of load shifting/interruption (MW)

−Pt
SH down the amount of load shifting that shifts downward (MW)

Pt ω
RER
, output power of the renewable energy resources (MW)

Ee t ω, , the amount of energy stored in energy storage (MWh)
Uk t ω

DG
, , binary variable (=1, if distributed generator is on; =0

otherwise)
V V/e t ω

ch
e t ω
dch

, , , , binary variable related to charging/discharging of energy
storage

γt the amount of load shifting factor
θn t, angle of transmission network bus (rad)
λ λ/n t

TN
m t
TN

, , market clearing price (locational marginal price) at
transmission network buses n/m (Disco located at bus m)
($/MWh)

ξ η, ω auxiliary variables used in conditional value-at-risk cal-
culation

VaR/CVaR Value-at-Risk/Conditional Value-at-Risk ($)
TC/ETC total cost/expected total cost ($)
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